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イオンの選択的溶媒和効果

• 混合溶媒（極性、非極性）中では、イオンの選択的
溶媒和効果が存在…組成とイオン分布の結合 

•

their separation distance d. Furthermore, dynamics such as phase order-
ing and rheology is of great interest. Thus, more experiments are very
informative.

In Section 2, we will present the background of physics and chemis-
try in aqueousmixtureswith antagonistic ion pairs. In Section 3, wewill
treat salt-induced mesophases.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Solvation chemical potential

For each solute particle, the solvation part of the chemical potential
is written as μsi(ϕ). Inmixture solvents, it depends on thewater compo-
sition ϕ. Let us suppose two species of monovalent ions (Z1 = 1,
Z2=−1). At sufficiently low ion densities, the total ion chemical poten-
tial μi in a mixture solvent is expressed as

μ i ¼ kBT ln niλ3
i

! "
þ ZieΦþ μ i

s ϕð Þ; ð1Þ

where λi is the thermal de Broglie length andΦ is the electric potential.
In equilibrium μi is homogeneous. The ϕ dependence of μsi(ϕ) has not
been well investigated.

We consider a liquid–liquid interface between a water-rich phase α
and an oil-rich phaseβwith bulk compositionsϕα and ϕβ andwith bulk
ion densities niα and niβ. For each ion species i we introduce the differ-
ence,

Δμ i
s ¼ μ i

s ϕαð Þ−μ i
s ϕβ

! "
; ð2Þ

which is the Gibbs energy of transfer in electrochemistry (usually mea-
sured in units of kJ/mol) [20•–22•,23•]. It is negative (positive) for hydro-
philic (hydrophobic) ions. The electric potentialΦ tends to constantsΦα

in α and Φβ in β, yielding a Galvani potential difference,

ΔΦ ¼ Φα−Φβ ¼ Δμ2
s−Δμ1

s
# $

=2e: ð3Þ

From the charge neutrality in the bulk, we have

niβ=niα ¼ exp − Δμ1
s þ Δμ2

s
# $

=2kBT
% &

: ð4Þ

For water–nitrobenzene (NB) at T=300 K in strong segregation [2•,
20•–22•], Δμsi /kBT was − 13.6 for Na+, − 27.1 for Ca2+, and −11.3 for
Br−, while it was 14.4 for BPh4

−. In the NB-rich phase in this case, the
water content is ϕ ~ 0.003 andwell-defined hydration shells are already
formed around metallic ions [22•]. For water–alcohol [23•], Δμsi was ob-
served to be relatively small in weak segregation. For hydrophobic

particles, μsi (ϕ) depends on how they deform the surrounding hydrogen
bonding, so it increases sharply with increasing their size [3•].

2.2. Ginzburg–Landau theory

In our previous papers [4•,6•–8], we used the Ginzburg–Landau the-
ory [24•] to examine the interface profiles and the phase behavior,
where ϕ and ni are coarse-grained variables. The free energy density is
the sum of the electrostatic energy ε(ϕ)|E|2/8π and ftot given by

f tot
kBT

¼ 1
v0

ϕ lnϕþ 1−ϕð Þ ln 1−ϕð Þ þ χϕ 1−ϕð Þ½ &

þ 1
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where v0 = a3 is the molecular volume with a ~ 3Å, χ(T) is the interac-
tion parameter depending on T, andwe set C= a−1. Though very crude,
we use the linear form μsi(ϕ) = Ai − kBTgiϕ, where Ai is a constant.
Then, Δμsi = − kBTgi(ϕα − ϕβ). In our theory, gi represents the
solvation strength. The electric field E = − ∇Φ satisfies the Poisson
equation ∇ ⋅ εE/4π= ρ= e(n1 − n2), where the dielectric constant de-
pends on ϕ as ε(ϕ) = ε0 + ε1ϕ. In this work, we set ε1 = ε0 and e2/
ε0kBT = 3a.

For large |gi|≫ 1, the phase behavior from our model is complicated
even for small ni. See the mean-field phase diagram in our previous
paper [8]. Let a homogeneous solution have mean water concentration
ϕ and mean ion densities n1 = n2 = ne. A linear instability occurs for

τ b g1 þ g2ð Þ2ne=2þ 8π‘BC γp−1
! "2

ne: ð6Þ

Here, τ=[1/ϕ(1−ϕ)− 2χ]/v0 is the second derivative of thefirst term
in Eq. (5) with respect to ϕ, ‘B = e2/εkBT is the Bjerrum length, and the
parameter

γp ¼ 16πC‘Bð Þ−1=2 g1−g2j j ð7Þ

represents the strength of antagonicity. The Debyewave number is κ=
(8π‘Bne)1/2. If Eq. (6) holdswith γp N 1, thefluctuationswithwave num-
ber qm = κ(γp − 1)1/2 grow to form a periodic structure.

2.3. Interface profiles

In Fig. 2, we display typical ion profiles near an interface (left) along
the z axis, where hydrophilic cations and hydrophobic anions are sepa-
rated on the scale of the Debye length κ−1(~10a). In the right panel, we
show the surface tension deviationΔγ= γ− γ0 and the ion adsorption
Γ vs the ion density n1α in phase α. Here, γ0 is the surface tension
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Fig. 1. Hydrophilic Na+ in water-rich region and hydrophobic BPh4− in oil-rich region around an interface.
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図 1 (a) 水中における水和殻と (b) 水ーニトロベンゼン混合溶媒中にお
ける水和殻。文献2) より転載。

持たない溶質が一方の溶媒成分に対して強い親和性を持つ
場合を考える。溶媒の第一成分の体積分率を φ, 溶質の数密
度を nとする。非圧縮性を仮定し、また溶質分子の体積は
無視する。溶媒の第一、第二成分の分子サイズが等しいと
すると、第二成分の体積分率は 1 − φとなる。溶媒組成 φ

に依存した溶媒和化学ポテンシャルを、簡単のため φに関
して線形であると仮定して

µsol(φ) = µ0
sol − kBTgφ (3.3)

とする。ここで µ0
solは溶媒第二成分における溶媒和化学ポ

テンシャルで、定数とする。無次元パラメータ gが溶質と
溶媒第一成分の強い親和性を表し、g ≫ 1とする。トータ
ルの自由エネルギー密度 ftot(φ, n)は、

ftot(φ, n) = f(φ) + kBTn{ln(λ3n)− gφ}. (3.4)

とする。溶質がない場合の自由エネルギー f(φ)には
f(φ)v0
kBT

= φ lnφ+ (1− φ) ln(1− φ) + χφ(1− φ) (3.5)

を採用する。ここで v0 = a30 は溶媒分子の体積 (a0 は数Å

オーダーの長さ)、無次元の相互作用パラメータ χは温度
に対応するパラメータで、溶質がない場合には臨界温度は
χ = 2に対応する。式 (3.4)で kBTn ln(λ3n)は溶質の並進
エントロピー項で、λは熱的ド・ブロイ波長である。
さて、モデル (3.4)にもとづいて、平均組成 φ̄と平均溶

質濃度 n̄固定の条件下

n̄ =

!
drn/V, φ̄ =

!
dr φ/V (3.6)

における二相共存状態を考える。ここで V は系の体積であ
る。溶媒の第一成分が多い相を α相、少ない相を β相と呼
ぶ事にする。また以下では α(あるいは β)の下付き文字は
それぞれの相における物理量の値を表す事とする。例えば
溶媒の第一成分が水である場合には、φα は α相における
水の体積分率を表す。相平衡の条件は、圧力および各成分
の化学ポテンシャルが両相で等しい事である。まず溶質の
化学ポテンシャル µ = ∂ftot/∂nに対する条件から、

nα/nβ = eg(φα−φβ) (3.7)

が得られる。溶媒の第一成分と第二成の化学ポテンシャル
に対する条件は、非圧縮極限においては、化学ポテンシャ
ルの差 h = ∂ftot/∂φが両相で等しいという条件になる:

h = f ′(φα)− kBTgnα = f ′(φβ)− kBTgnβ . (3.8)

また圧力の条件は、グランドポテンシャル密度 ω = ftot −
hφ−µnが両相で等しいという条件になる。この条件式から
µ = kBT [ln(λ3nα)− gφα + 1] = kBT [ln(λ3nβ)− gφβ + 1]

を消去すれば、

f(φα)− hφα − kBTnα = f(φβ)− hφβ − kBTnβ (3.9)

となる。また α相の体積比を γα とすると (すなわち α相
の体積は γαV )、式 (3.6)は

γα = (φ̄− φβ)/∆φ

= (n̄− nβ)/∆n (3.10)

となる。ただし∆φ = φα − φβ、∆n = nα − nβ とした。
ここで界面についても簡単に述べておく。相分離がおこ

ると α相と β 相を隔てる界面ができる。そこでは φ, nは
連続的に変化すると考えられる。そのような界面は勾配自
由エネルギー密度 fgrad = (kBTC/2)|∇φ|2 を式 (3.4)に付
け加えることによって、通常のギンツブルク-ランダウモデ
ルの要領で記述できる4)。ここで C は長さの逆数の次元を
持ち、a−1

0 のオーダーである。また壁に接触している場合
の前駆濡れ転移も通常のカーン-ランダウモデルと同様に予
言される4, 8)。

数値計算および近似解

上に挙げた式 (3.7)-(3.10)を解けば、与えられた χ, φ̄, n̄,

gに対する二相共存状態 φα, φβ , nα, nβ , γαが決定される。
方程式は厳密には解けないのでまずは数値解を図 2に示す。
図 2上段では g = 11, v0n̄ = 6 × 10−4, φ̄ = 0.35と固定し
て χを変化させた場合の相分離の様子である。上段の図に
見られるように χp(φ̄, n̄) < χ ! 2のところで

φα
∼= 1, nα ≫ nβ = e−g∆φnα (3.11)

という解が存在する (左上図には溶質が無い場合の共存線も
示した。これからわかるように溶質がない場合には χ < 2

では相分離しない。)。またこの解では φβ
∼= φ̄となってい

る。右上図に示したように、χが小さくなる (温度を高くな
る)につれて α相の体積比 γα は小さくなり、χ = χp でゼ
ロとなり、χ < χp では一相状態となる。図 2下段左には
104v0n̄ = 0.7, 1.3, 2の場合について χp をプロットした。
これを見ると χp は φ̄ ∼= 0.01付近に極小を持つことがわか
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塩によって誘起されるナノ構造
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1．はじめに
性格が合わない人同士のことを「水と油のようだ」と表

現するように，水と池は混ざり合わない物質の組み合わせ
の代表として知られている・これは，水の分子が強く分極
しているのに対して，油などの有機分子は分極が小さいた
め，分子同士の相互作用が大きく異なるのが主な理由であ
る・それゆえ，水と油を混合しようと撹拝してもすぐに分
離してしまう，という現象は日常生活で頻繁に見られる．
このように混合しない2種類の物質の境界面を「界面」と
言い，界面を作ったときに生じる単位面積当たりのエネル
ギー損失を「界面張力」と言うが，系全体のエネルギー損
失を小さくするために水と油はマクロに相分離し，界面を
なるべく小さくしようとして平面状になる．
せっけんなどの「界面活性剤」と言われる物質の分子は

通常は棒状で，一方の端（親水基）が帯電していて水に馴
染みやすいのに対して，もう一方の端（疎水基）は無極性
で油を好む・この棒状分子を立てて横に並べると分子の長
さ程度の厚みを持っ膜になるが，その膜の一方は親水性と
なっているのに対して反対側は疎水性である．すなわち，
この膜を挟むことによって水と池は隣り合うことができる．
言葉を変えれば，この膜があれば界面を増やしてもェネル
ギー的に損をしないので，界面活性剤を加えることにより
水と池が混ざるようになるのである・界面活性剤膜に仕切
られた水の領域や池の領域がどのような大きさになるか，
あるいはどのように空間的に分布するかによって，特徴的
長さがナノメートルからマイクロメートルに至る様々なス
ケールのメゾ構造が実現される・このような理由により，
これらの系はソフトマターの階層的構造の形成要因を解明
するためのモデル系として広く研究されている．
一方「塩」は陽イオンと陰イオンからできていて，水の

中ではバラバラになってどちらのイオンも水分子を強く引
きっける・従って普通は水に塩を加えると水分子同士が引
きあう力が実質的に強くなり，界面張力は大きくなる．例
えば，水とアルコールなどの有機溶媒の混合系には温度変
化によって2相に分離するものがいくっか知られているが，
この系に塩を加えると2相領域が拡大することが知られて
いる・1，2）以上に見られるように塩と界面活性剤の性質は
大きく異なっており，これまでこれらの両者を関連付けて
考える研究はほとんどなかった，と言って良い．

最近の研究から　塩によって誘起されるナノ構造

l

水と有機溶媒の溶液に塩を加えたときに相分離しやすく
なる，という現象を説明するため，これまで多く用いられ
てきたのは「溶媒和」の概念である．例えば電荷を持った
イオンは水分子と静電気力や水素結合などによって結びっ
き，周囲に水のクラスターを作る．3）水と有機溶媒が一様
に混合していても塩の存在によりこのようなクラスターが
できるため，相分離が進行しやすくなる，と考えるのであ
る・このような観点から塩を加えた混合溶液のナノスケー
ルの構造を中性子散乱などによって調べて，数nm程度の
大きさのクラスターが存在することを示した，という実験
結果も多かった．4，5）
以上のように，通常の塩は陽イオンも陰イオンも水のク
ラスターを作るのを助けるだけなので柏分離を進める作用
しかしなかったが，世の中には陽イオンと陰イオンの溶媒
和効果が正反対の塩もある．このような場合，陽イオンと
陰イオンの溶媒和効果が「括抗的」（antagonistic）であると
言うのだが，そのような塩を加えた混合溶液がどのような
振る舞いをするかは自明ではない．そこで我々は以上のよ
うな観点から実験を行い，これまでに知られていなかった
新しい現象を発見した・そして兄いだされた構造の特徴か
ら，括抗的な性質を持っ塩が水と有機溶媒の混合溶液の中
で界面活性剤のような役割を果たしていることを明らかに
した．

2・臨界組成付近の振る舞い
我々が着目したのは「カリボール」と言う名前で知られ
るテトラフェニルホウ酸ナトリウム塩（図1）である．こ
の塩の陽イオン（ナトリウムイオン）は親水性だが，陰イ
オンは電荷を持っているホウ素イオンの周りをベンゼン環
が取り囲んでいるためむしろ疎水性である．（すなわちこ

図1テトラフェこルホウ酸ナトリウムの化学式．
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イオンの選択的溶媒和効果に
誘起される相分離現象

• 電荷の局所的分離、メゾ構造 

• バルクでなく表面が存在する場合の固有の相転移現象は 
存在するか？

4

(a)

3MP

FIG. 5: Left: Optical microscopic image of onions with ra-
dius about 104 nm at T = 313 K in D2O-3MP with NaBPh4

(0.085 M) far from criticality, where 3MP volume fraction
is 0.09 (taken from Ref.[11]). Right: Illustration of lamellar
structure, where spacing is 17.5 nm and membranes consisting
of 3MP and BPh−

4 have thickness about 1.6 nm.
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FIG. 6: Numerically calculated onion, where χ = 2.25, g1 =
−g2 = 15, ⟨φ⟩ = 0.8, and v0⟨ni⟩ = 3× 10−3. Membranes are
composed of oil and hydrophobic anions. (a) Cross-sectional
profile of composition φ(r) (r is the distance from the center).
(b) Those of v0n1(r) and v0n2(r) around 3 membranes.

III. MESOPHASE FORMATION

A. Mesophases near criticality

First, to obtain mesophase structures near the solvent
criticality[9, 10], we changed χ from a small value to 2 at
t = 0, where Eq.(6) is satisfied with γp = 1.4. We used
model H equations with viscosity η [7, 8]. The patterns
in Fig.4 are those at t = 1000t0 with t0 = 2πa3η/kBT
and are nearly stationary without thermal noises in the
dynamic equations. For (a) ⟨φ⟩ = 0.5, we can see bicon-
tinuous patterns, resembling those in spinodal decompo-
sition at a critical quench [21]. For (b) ⟨φ⟩ = 0.4, tube-
like domains appear, where the droplet volume fraction
(of the region φ > 1/2) is 0.25. Remarkably, the droplets
are considerably elongated. The degree of elongation in-
creases with increasing the salt amount (not shown in this
paper). In the lower panels of Fig.3, we give the cross-
sectional profiles of φ and ρ = e(n1 − n2). We can see
that the domains with φ > ⟨φ⟩ (φ < ⟨φ⟩) are positively
(negatively) charged.

t/t =10000

t/t =750
0t/t =5000

U:-0.25 0.25

FIG. 7: Growth of interface deformations induced by antag-
onistic salt [22] in a box of length 64a at t/t0 = 500, 750,
and 1000, where t0 = 2πa3η/kBT . The ion diffusion con-
stant is D = a2/t0 for the two species. Here, χ = 2.1 and
g1 = −g2 = 12. The colors represent U = eΦ/kBT .

B. Onions

Second, as illustrated in Fig.5, Sadakane et al. [11, 12]
observed onions of many membranes (∼ 500) composed
of 3MP and BPh−4 . These lamellae have spacing 17.5 nm
and thickness 1.6 nm. These onions are due to strong
hydrophobicity of BPh−4 in a water-rich enviroment.

We have also performed simulation to find a simi-
lar onion in Fig.6, where χ = 2.25, g1 = −g2 = 15,
and ⟨φ⟩ = 0.8. We have minimized the free energy
in the spherical symmetric geometry in a spherical cell
0 < r < 500a, where r is the distance from the cen-
ter. The lamellar spacing and thickness are 32a and 6a,
respectively. The adsorption of the anions within each
membrane is 0.116a−2 per unit area. The composition
φ(r) is 0.827 outside the membranes (commonly within
and outside the onion), while the average composition
within the membranes becomes about 0.5.

.

C. Interface instability

In Fig.7, we also numerically examine the interface in-
stability [22] with χ = 2.1 and g1 = −g2 = 12 in a cubic
cell with length L = 64a. At t = 0, an interface was at
z = L/2 and we added antagonistic ion pairs to the water
side, where ⟨ni⟩ = 0.006v−1

0 for z > L/2 and ⟨ni⟩ = 0
for z < L/2. We used the model H equations and the
ion diffusion equations. Here, surface disturbances grow
after apperance of an elecric double layer in Fig.1.

We also predict droplet instability induced by an an-
tagonistic salt. It is of interest how interfaces are de-
formed and proliferated into lamellae in the late stage.

IV. SUMMARY AND REMARKS

We have briefly reviewed the recent research on antag-
onistic salts in water-oil solvents. Note that the selective

K. Sadakane et al, PRL (2009)

satisfied with γp = 1.4. We used model H equations with viscosity η
[7,8,24•]. The random patterns in Fig. 5 are those at t = 1000t0
with t0 = 2πa3η/kBT, which are nearly stationary without thermal
noises in the dynamic equations. The domain sizes are on the order of
the Debye length κ−1. For (a) 〈ϕ〉 = 0.5, we can see bicontinuous pat-
terns, resembling those in spinodal decomposition at a critical quench
[24•]. For (b) 〈ϕ〉 = 0.4, tubelike domains appear, where the droplet

volume fraction (of the region ϕ N 1/2) is 0.25. Remarkably, the droplets
are considerably elongated. The degree of elongation increases with in-
creasing the salt amount (not shown in this paper). In the lower panels,
we give the cross-sectional profiles of ϕ and ρ= e(n1− n2).We can see
that the domains with ϕ N 〈ϕ〉 (ϕ b 〈ϕ〉) are positively (negatively)
charged.

With further increasingχ inside the two phase region, a changeover
should occur from random mesophases into macroscopic two-phase

k  T  B

< ni >
< >

colloid radius R=15 a

Colloid interaction 

R

13

(a)
(b)

Composition around two colloidal particles
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問題設定：選択的溶媒和効果
の下での電気二重層の構造
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We examine an electric double layer containing an antagonistic salt in an aqueous mixture, where
the cations are small and hydrophilic but the anions are large and hydrophobic. In this situation,
a strong coupling arises between the charge density and the solvent composition. As a result, the
anions are trapped in an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic wall. We then vary the surface
charge density σ on the wall. For σ > 0 the anions remain accumulated, but for σ < 0 the cations
are attracted to the wall with increasing |σ|. Furthermore, the electric potential drop Ψ(σ) is
nonmonotonic when the solvent interaction parameter χ(T ) exceeds a critical value χc determined
by the composition and the ion density in the bulk. This leads to a first order phase transition
between two kinds of electric double layers with different σ and common Ψ. In equilibrium such
two layer regions can coexist. The steric effect due to finite ion sizes is crucial in these phenomena.

PACS numbers: 61.20.Qg, 68.05.Cf, 82.60.Lf, 82.65.Dp

The electric double layer at a solid-liquid interface is
one of the most important entities in physical chemistry
[1–3]. Its various aspects have long been studied mostly
for one-component solvents with the mean-field Poisson-
Boltzmann approach. However, in a mixture solvent, the
ions interact with the two solvent components differently,
leading to a coupling between the charge density and the
solvent composition[4–10]. This coupling is amplified in
an aqueous mixture when the salt is composed of hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic ions (antagonistic salt) [11–
16]. In liquid water, small hydrophilic ions such as Na+

are surrounded by several water molecules due to the ion-
dipole interaction[1]. A notable example of hydrophobic
ions is tetraphenylborate BPh−4 , which consists of four
phenyl rings bonded to an ionized boron[17]. Because of
its large size, it largely deforms the surrounding hydrogen
bonding [18, 19]. On the other hand, the ion solvation in
nonaqueous solvent remains not well understood.

When hydrophilic and hydrophobic ions are added in
an aqueous mixture, local charge separation occurs in the
presence of compositional heterogeneity. Indeed, in a x-
ray reflectivity experiment, Luo et al.[20] observed such
ion distributions around a water-nitrobenzene interface.
The resultant double layer reduces the surface tension
[4, 7, 12], as has been observed [21]. Adding a small
amount of NaBPh4 in D2O-trimethylpyridine, Sadakane
et al. found a mesophase near its criticality [14, 16] and
multi-lamellar (onion) structures far from it [15].

The interactions of large hydrophobic ions with various
soft matters are strong and sometimes dramatic [22, 23].
As an example, Calero et al.[24] numerically studied ac-
cumulation of BPh−4 near a wall in pure water solvent to
explain a charge inversion effect of colloidal particles. In
the presence of a positive surface charge, they found that

the BPh−4 density was peaked at a short distance of 2.5 Å
for a hydrophobic wall, while it was broadly peaked at 3
nm for a hydrophilic wall.
In an aqueous mixture, hydrophilic (hydrophobic) ions

are selectively adsorbed into a water-rich (oil-rich) ad-
sorption layer [11]. In this Letter, we further examine
the distributions of hydrophobic anions (BPh−4 ) and hy-
drophilic cations (Na+) next to a hydrophobic wall vary-
ing the surface charge density σ. For σ ≥ 0, the anions
remain accumulated in the adsorption layer. However,
for σ < 0, the cations are eventually attracted to the
wall with increasing |σ|, where the composition profile
also changes. We shall see that this changeover takes
place as a first-order phase transition in some conditions
of the parameters in our model. We treat large hydropho-
bic anions, so we should also account for the steric effect
due to finite ion sizes. This effect has been studied in
several papers in different situations [25–30].
As in Fig.1, we consider an electric double layer on

a metal surface at z = 0. The z axis is perpendicular
to the surface. The solvent consists of a waterlike com-
ponent (called water) and a less polar component (called
oil) with densities nw and no, respectively. For simplicity,
they have the same molecular volume v0, so their volume
fractions are φ = v0nw and φ′ = v0no. The cations and
anions are monovalent with densities n1 and n2, respec-
tively. Far from the wall, we have n1 → n0, n2 → n0,
and φ → φ∞. We set n0 = 4 × 10−3v−1

0 and vary φ∞.

Space is measured in units of a ≡ v1/30 (∼ 3 Å) and the
Boltzmann constant is unity.
Introducing effective cation and anion volumes v1 and

v2, we assume the total volume fraction is unity:

φ+ φ′ + v1n1 + v2n2 = 1, (1)
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solvent composition[4–10]. This coupling is amplified in
an aqueous mixture when the salt is composed of hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic ions (antagonistic salt) [11–
16]. In liquid water, small hydrophilic ions such as Na+

are surrounded by several water molecules due to the ion-
dipole interaction[1]. A notable example of hydrophobic
ions is tetraphenylborate BPh−4 , which consists of four
phenyl rings bonded to an ionized boron[17]. Because of
its large size, it largely deforms the surrounding hydrogen
bonding [18, 19]. On the other hand, the ion solvation in
nonaqueous solvent remains not well understood.

When hydrophilic and hydrophobic ions are added in
an aqueous mixture, local charge separation occurs in the
presence of compositional heterogeneity. Indeed, in a x-
ray reflectivity experiment, Luo et al.[20] observed such
ion distributions around a water-nitrobenzene interface.
The resultant double layer reduces the surface tension
[4, 7, 12], as has been observed [21]. Adding a small
amount of NaBPh4 in D2O-trimethylpyridine, Sadakane
et al. found a mesophase near its criticality [14, 16] and
multi-lamellar (onion) structures far from it [15].

The interactions of large hydrophobic ions with various
soft matters are strong and sometimes dramatic [22, 23].
As an example, Calero et al.[24] numerically studied ac-
cumulation of BPh−4 near a wall in pure water solvent to
explain a charge inversion effect of colloidal particles. In
the presence of a positive surface charge, they found that

the BPh−4 density was peaked at a short distance of 2.5 Å
for a hydrophobic wall, while it was broadly peaked at 3
nm for a hydrophilic wall.
In an aqueous mixture, hydrophilic (hydrophobic) ions

are selectively adsorbed into a water-rich (oil-rich) ad-
sorption layer [11]. In this Letter, we further examine
the distributions of hydrophobic anions (BPh−4 ) and hy-
drophilic cations (Na+) next to a hydrophobic wall vary-
ing the surface charge density σ. For σ ≥ 0, the anions
remain accumulated in the adsorption layer. However,
for σ < 0, the cations are eventually attracted to the
wall with increasing |σ|, where the composition profile
also changes. We shall see that this changeover takes
place as a first-order phase transition in some conditions
of the parameters in our model. We treat large hydropho-
bic anions, so we should also account for the steric effect
due to finite ion sizes. This effect has been studied in
several papers in different situations [25–30].
As in Fig.1, we consider an electric double layer on

a metal surface at z = 0. The z axis is perpendicular
to the surface. The solvent consists of a waterlike com-
ponent (called water) and a less polar component (called
oil) with densities nw and no, respectively. For simplicity,
they have the same molecular volume v0, so their volume
fractions are φ = v0nw and φ′ = v0no. The cations and
anions are monovalent with densities n1 and n2, respec-
tively. Far from the wall, we have n1 → n0, n2 → n0,
and φ → φ∞. We set n0 = 4 × 10−3v−1

0 and vary φ∞.

Space is measured in units of a ≡ v1/30 (∼ 3 Å) and the
Boltzmann constant is unity.
Introducing effective cation and anion volumes v1 and

v2, we assume the total volume fraction is unity:
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We examine an electric double layer containing an antagonistic salt in an aqueous mixture, where
the cations are small and hydrophilic but the anions are large and hydrophobic. In this situation,
a strong coupling arises between the charge density and the solvent composition. As a result, the
anions are trapped in an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic wall. We then vary the surface
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Electric double layer containing
small hydrophilic cations (Na+) and large hydrophobic an-
ions (BPh+

4 ) in an aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There
can be two kinds of ion distributions with a common poten-
tial drop Ψ, which coexist in certain conditions (see Figs.4-6).
Gradation of solvent region represents water concentration.

which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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FIG. 2: (Color online) 1D profiles of hydrophilic cations n1(z)
and hydrophobic anions n2(z) next to a hydrophobic wall for
σ = 0 with n0 = 4×10−3v−1

0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
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This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
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(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +
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ε(φ)
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where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
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part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
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(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +
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+
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ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)
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|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as
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This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
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where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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FIG. 2: (Color online) 1D profiles of hydrophilic cations n1(z)
and hydrophobic anions n2(z) next to a hydrophobic wall for
σ = 0 with n0 = 4×10−3v−1

0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −

!

∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17].
The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ ln φ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
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profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$

z>0
drf +

$

z=0
dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$

dxdy σ, where
σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F becomes

δF =

%

z>0

dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −

!

∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17].
The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ ln φ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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and hydrophobic anions n2(z) next to a hydrophobic wall for
σ = 0 with n0 = 4×10−3v−1

0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$

z>0
drf +

$

z=0
dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$

dxdy σ, where
σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F becomes

δF =

%

z>0

dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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We examine an electric double layer containing an antagonistic salt in an aqueous mixture, where
the cations are small and hydrophilic but the anions are large and hydrophobic. In this situation,
a strong coupling arises between the charge density and the solvent composition. As a result, the
anions are trapped in an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic wall. We then vary the surface
charge density σ on the wall. For σ > 0 the anions remain accumulated, but for σ < 0 the cations
are attracted to the wall with increasing |σ|. Furthermore, the electric potential drop Ψ(σ) is
nonmonotonic when the solvent interaction parameter χ(T ) exceeds a critical value χc determined
by the composition and the ion density in the bulk. This leads to a first order phase transition
between two kinds of electric double layers with different σ and common Ψ. In equilibrium such
two layer regions can coexist. The steric effect due to finite ion sizes is crucial in these phenomena.
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The electric double layer at a solid-liquid interface is
one of the most important entities in physical chemistry
[1–3]. Its various aspects have long been studied mostly
for one-component solvents with the mean-field Poisson-
Boltzmann approach. However, in a mixture solvent, the
ions interact with the two solvent components differently,
leading to a coupling between the charge density and the
solvent composition[4–10]. This coupling is amplified in
an aqueous mixture when the salt is composed of hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic ions (antagonistic salt) [11–
16]. In liquid water, small hydrophilic ions such as Na+

are surrounded by several water molecules due to the ion-
dipole interaction[1]. A notable example of hydrophobic
ions is tetraphenylborate BPh−4 , which consists of four
phenyl rings bonded to an ionized boron[17]. Because of
its large size, it largely deforms the surrounding hydrogen
bonding [18, 19]. On the other hand, the ion solvation in
nonaqueous solvent remains not well understood.

When hydrophilic and hydrophobic ions are added in
an aqueous mixture, local charge separation occurs in the
presence of compositional heterogeneity. Indeed, in a x-
ray reflectivity experiment, Luo et al.[20] observed such
ion distributions around a water-nitrobenzene interface.
The resultant double layer reduces the surface tension
[4, 7, 12], as has been observed [21]. Adding a small
amount of NaBPh4 in D2O-trimethylpyridine, Sadakane
et al. found a mesophase near its criticality [14, 16] and
multi-lamellar (onion) structures far from it [15].

The interactions of large hydrophobic ions with various
soft matters are strong and sometimes dramatic [22, 23].
As an example, Calero et al.[24] numerically studied ac-
cumulation of BPh−4 near a wall in pure water solvent to
explain a charge inversion effect of colloidal particles. In
the presence of a positive surface charge, they found that

the BPh−4 density was peaked at a short distance of 2.5 Å
for a hydrophobic wall, while it was broadly peaked at 3
nm for a hydrophilic wall.
In an aqueous mixture, hydrophilic (hydrophobic) ions

are selectively adsorbed into a water-rich (oil-rich) ad-
sorption layer [11]. In this Letter, we further examine
the distributions of hydrophobic anions (BPh−4 ) and hy-
drophilic cations (Na+) next to a hydrophobic wall vary-
ing the surface charge density σ. For σ ≥ 0, the anions
remain accumulated in the adsorption layer. However,
for σ < 0, the cations are eventually attracted to the
wall with increasing |σ|, where the composition profile
also changes. We shall see that this changeover takes
place as a first-order phase transition in some conditions
of the parameters in our model. We treat large hydropho-
bic anions, so we should also account for the steric effect
due to finite ion sizes. This effect has been studied in
several papers in different situations [25–30].
As in Fig.1, we consider an electric double layer on

a metal surface at z = 0. The z axis is perpendicular
to the surface. The solvent consists of a waterlike com-
ponent (called water) and a less polar component (called
oil) with densities nw and no, respectively. For simplicity,
they have the same molecular volume v0, so their volume
fractions are φ = v0nw and φ′ = v0no. The cations and
anions are monovalent with densities n1 and n2, respec-
tively. Far from the wall, we have n1 → n0, n2 → n0,
and φ → φ∞. We set n0 = 4 × 10−3v−1

0 and vary φ∞.

Space is measured in units of a ≡ v1/30 (∼ 3 Å) and the
Boltzmann constant is unity.
Introducing effective cation and anion volumes v1 and

v2, we assume the total volume fraction is unity:

φ+ φ′ + v1n1 + v2n2 = 1, (1)
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Electric double layer containing
small hydrophilic cations (Na+) and large hydrophobic an-
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4 ) in an aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There
can be two kinds of ion distributions with a common poten-
tial drop Ψ, which coexist in certain conditions (see Figs.4-6).
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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and hydrophobic anions n2(z) next to a hydrophobic wall for
σ = 0 with n0 = 4×10−3v−1

0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
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given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
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depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
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sol is the solvation chemi-
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(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,
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is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =
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z>0 drf +
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z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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curve limiting ourselves to the case χ ≤ 2, so we do not
discuss the wetting with ions [6–10]. In this situation, we
first seek one-dimensional (1D) equilibrium profiles fixing
σ, where all the quantities depend only on z. For con-
stant µφ and µi, we consider the grand potential density,

ω =

!

∞

0

dz[f − µφφ−
"

i

µini + p∞] + h1φ(0). (7)

where p∞ = µφφ∞ +
#

i µin0 − f(∞). We then find

dω/dσ = Ψ, (8)

at fixed n0 and φ∞ [33]. Thus Ψ is the field variable
conjugate to σ. We require dΨ/dσ > 0 for the thermo-
dynamic stability.
For σ = 0, local charge separation occurs due to the

presence of an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic
wall. In Fig.2, the anions accumulate for z < ℓ1 ∼ 3a,
while the cations are richer in the next layer ℓ1 < z <
ℓ2 ∼ 7a. In (a), it is relatively mild with φ∞ = 0.35 and
χ = 1.4, where the solvent is oil-rich at any z. However,
it is more amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation
φ∞ − φ(z) is enlarged with φ∞ = 0.65 and χ = 2 in (b),
while the criticality is closer with φ∞ = 0.5 and χ = 1.9
in (c). The normalized potential drop eΨ/T is (a) −0.40,
(b) −2.31, and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c),
the deviations of φ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even
in the bulk, leading to oscillatory decays (as a precursor
of the mesophase)[6, 13]. In addition, v2n2(0) ∼ 0.1 in
(b). Thus, to check relevance of the steric effect, we also
calculated n2(z) for v1 = v2 = 0 [11]. The resultant n2(0)
at z = 0 is twice larger than that with the steric effect in
(b) and (c), but is larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that
neutral colloidal particles in the same situation behave
as negatively charged particles [24].
In Fig.3, we give profiles of ni, φ, and ψ for (a) σ = 0.03

and (b) σ = −0.2, where φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 1.4 (see
Fig.4(b) for the corresponding states). In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig.2(a) (where n2(0) is
3 times larger) and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1(0) ∼ 0.15,
where φ(z) exceeds φ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ/T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig.4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at φ∞ = 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function
of σ for χ > χc = −1.243. Generally, χc depends on
φ∞ and n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface
layers at σ = σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψ(σ1) = Ψ(σ2)
for χ > χc. Let the areas of these layers be S1 and S2,
where S = S1+S2 is the total wall area. At fixed charge
Q = S1σ1+S2σ2, we minimize the total grand potential,

Ω = S1ω(σ1) + S2ω(σ2)− λ(S1σ1 + S2σ2 −Q), (9)
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FIG. 3: (Color online) 1D profiles of ions (left), φ(z) (middle),
and eψ(z)/T (right) for σ = 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom)
near a hydrophobic wall, where φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 1.4.
These states are stable on the curve in Fig.4(a). Broken lines
are obtained without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Potential drop Ψ vs surface
charge density σ (in units of T/e and e/a2, respectively)
from 1D solutions for φ∞ = 0.35, where (a) χ =
−0.4,−0.6,−0.8,−1,−1.2, and −1.4 and (b) χ = 1.4. From
Eq.(10), first order phase transition occurs between two layer
states at σ = σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions in yellow have
the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (◦) in (b) on the
curve represent two states at σ = −0.2 and 0.03 in Fig.3. Dot-
ted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq.(8) we find λ = Ψ(σ1) =
Ψ(σ2) and ω(σ1)− λσ1 = ω(σ2)− λσ2. These yield

ω(σ2)− ω(σ1) =

! σ2

σ1

dσΨ(σ) = Ψ(σ1)(σ2 − σ1). (10)

which is a Maxwell rule [40]. In (b), we then find σ1 =
−0.19 and σ2 = −0.014 for χ = 1.4. See SI for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [33].
In Fig.5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several φ∞. For each φ∞, two lay-
ers coexist with σ = σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding
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dynamic stability.
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which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
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layers at σ = σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψ(σ1) = Ψ(σ2)
for χ > χc. Let the areas of these layers be S1 and S2,
where S = S1+S2 is the total wall area. At fixed charge
Q = S1σ1+S2σ2, we minimize the total grand potential,
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4 ) in an aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There
can be two kinds of ion distributions with a common poten-
tial drop Ψ, which coexist in certain conditions (see Figs.4-6).
Gradation of solvent region represents water concentration.

which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as

vi
v0

= −
!
∂ni

∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

(i = 1, 2, j ̸= i). (2)

This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +
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z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence
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which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [31]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no = 0) as
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This ratio is also written as (∂p/∂ni)/(∂p/∂nw) where p
depends on nw, n1, n2, and T . We assume that Eq.(1) is
a good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2
in our analysis) at fixed T and p [32]. See Supplemental
Information (SI) [33]. At present, however, there are no
experimental data of vi from Eq.(2), so we set v1/v0 = 0.5
for small cations [1, 34, 35] and v2/v0 = 5 for large anions
[17] as their typical values.

The bulk free energy density is given by [3–13]

f =
T

v0
(φ lnφ+ φ′ lnφ′ + χφφ′) +

1

2
C|∇φ|2

+
#

i=1,2

ni[T ln(nivi)− T + µi
sol(φ)] +

ε(φ)

8π
|E|2, (3)

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C = T/a [36, 37]. The µi

sol is the solvation chemi-
cal potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference ∆µi

sol between coexist-
ing two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ T ) in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [34] but is of order T for water-alcohol in
weak segregation [35]. Here, we assume the linear form,

µi
sol(φ) = −Tgiφ, (4)

with g1 = −g2 = 10. Then, ∆µi
sol ∼ ±10T for strong

segregation [34]. The last term in f is the electrostatic
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FIG. 2: (Color online) 1D profiles of hydrophilic cations n1(z)
and hydrophobic anions n2(z) next to a hydrophobic wall for
σ = 0 with n0 = 4×10−3v−1

0 , where φ∞ and χ are (a) 0.35 and
1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9. Water composition
φ(z) is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the oil-rich
adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions are
accounted for (bold lines), while broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

part, where ε is the dielectric constant and E = −∇ψ
is the electric field. We assume the linear form ε(φ) =
ε0+ ε1φ [38] with ε0 = ε1 = e2/3aT . For one-component
solvents, the Poisson-Boltzmann theory follows for v1 =
v2 = 0, while Borukhov et al.[26] examined the simple
generalized case v1 = v2 = v0.
The surface free energy density at z = 0 is of the simple

form fs = h1φ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [39]. Minimizing the total
free energy F =

$
z>0 drf +

$
z=0 dxdyfs [39], we find the

boundary condition ∂φ/∂x = h1/C at z = 0. Supposing
a hydrophobic wall, we set h1 = 0.2T/a2 to obtain φ(z) =
φ(0) + 0.2z/a+ · · · for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ = 4πe(n2 − n1) with ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ ≡ ψ(0) is the potential drop across the layer, which
is independent of (x, y) on a metal surface. In this Let-
ter, we control the surface charge Q =

$
dxdy σ, where

σ(x, y) is the charge density related to ψ by

σ = −(4π)−1ε∂ψ/∂z (z = 0). (5)

Next we slightly change φ, ni, and Q by δφ, δni, and δQ.
Then the change in the free energy F is written as

δF =

%

z>0
dr[µφδφ+ µ1δn1 + µ2δn2] +ΨδQ, (6)

Here, µφ = δF/δφ and µi = δF/δni are the chemical
potentials, which are constants determined by φ∞ and
n0 in equilibrium [33].
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ = 2

and φ∞ = 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase
appears in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt
[4, 11–14]. We are also away from the solvent coexistence

化学ポテンシャル　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
が一定
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FIG. S1: (Color online) Changeover of profiles of (a) v0n1(z), (b) v0n2(z), (c) φ(z), and (d) eψ(z)/T

for five values of σ, where χ = 1.4, φ∞ = 0.35, and n0 = 4× 10−3v−1
0 .

In future, we should numerically examine whether or not a suitable linear combination of

the densities, φtot in Eq.(S2), can be made nearly equal to 1 in inhomogeneous liquid states

with small compressibility. See Ref.32 in our Letter.

Changeover of layer profiles

In our Letter, we have presented numerical results for φ∞ = 0.35 and n0 = 4 × 10−3v−1
0

at χ = 1.4 on a hydrophobic wall in Figs.2-4. Here, adopting these parameter values, we

give 1D profiles of (a) n1(z), (b) n2(z), (c) φ(z), and (d) ψ(z) in dimensionless units in

Fig.S1. We set σ equal to (A) 0, (B) −0.04, (C) −0.08, (D) −0.12, and (E) −0.16 in units

of e/a2, where v0 = a3. These quantities largely change with decreasing σ. In (a), the

cations are expelled from the wall for σ = 0, but they abruptly accumulate near the wall for

σ ! −0.08 because of their small size v1 = 0.5v0. In (b), the anions are accumulated near

the wall with v2n2(0) ∼= 0.05 for σ = 0, but are expelled from the wall for σ " −0.08. The

anions accumulate more weakly than the cations because of their large size ratio v2/v1 = 10.

In (c), the water volume fraction φ(z) is less than φ∞ near the wall for σ = 0 and -0.04,

but is increased above φ∞ for the lower σ values. In (d), the potential drop Ψ = ψ(0)

remains negative, but ψ(z) gradually increases near the wall. For σ ! −0.08, ψ(z) exhibits

a maximum at an intermediate zm ∼ 1.5a, so the electric field Ez = −dψ/dz is positive for

z < zm and negative for z > zm.

For the parameter values in Fig.S1, a first order phase transition occurs between two
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curve limiting ourselves to the case χ ≤ 2, so we do not
discuss the wetting with ions [6–10]. In this situation, we
first seek one-dimensional (1D) equilibrium profiles fixing
σ, where all the quantities depend only on z. For con-
stant µφ and µi, we consider the grand potential density,

ω =

!

∞

0

dz[f − µφφ−
"

i

µini + p∞] + h1φ(0). (7)

where p∞ = µφφ∞ +
#

i µin0 − f(∞). We then find

dω/dσ = Ψ, (8)

at fixed n0 and φ∞ [33]. Thus Ψ is the field variable
conjugate to σ. We require dΨ/dσ > 0 for the thermo-
dynamic stability.
For σ = 0, local charge separation occurs due to the

presence of an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic
wall. In Fig.2, the anions accumulate for z < ℓ1 ∼ 3a,
while the cations are richer in the next layer ℓ1 < z <
ℓ2 ∼ 7a. In (a), it is relatively mild with φ∞ = 0.35 and
χ = 1.4, where the solvent is oil-rich at any z. However,
it is more amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation
φ∞ − φ(z) is enlarged with φ∞ = 0.65 and χ = 2 in (b),
while the criticality is closer with φ∞ = 0.5 and χ = 1.9
in (c). The normalized potential drop eΨ/T is (a) −0.40,
(b) −2.31, and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c),
the deviations of φ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even
in the bulk, leading to oscillatory decays (as a precursor
of the mesophase)[6, 13]. In addition, v2n2(0) ∼ 0.1 in
(b). Thus, to check relevance of the steric effect, we also
calculated n2(z) for v1 = v2 = 0 [11]. The resultant n2(0)
at z = 0 is twice larger than that with the steric effect in
(b) and (c), but is larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that
neutral colloidal particles in the same situation behave
as negatively charged particles [24].
In Fig.3, we give profiles of ni, φ, and ψ for (a) σ = 0.03

and (b) σ = −0.2, where φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 1.4 (see
Fig.4(b) for the corresponding states). In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig.2(a) (where n2(0) is
3 times larger) and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1(0) ∼ 0.15,
where φ(z) exceeds φ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ/T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig.4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at φ∞ = 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function
of σ for χ > χc = −1.243. Generally, χc depends on
φ∞ and n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface
layers at σ = σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψ(σ1) = Ψ(σ2)
for χ > χc. Let the areas of these layers be S1 and S2,
where S = S1+S2 is the total wall area. At fixed charge
Q = S1σ1+S2σ2, we minimize the total grand potential,

Ω = S1ω(σ1) + S2ω(σ2)− λ(S1σ1 + S2σ2 −Q), (9)

steric (ion)

ψ/Te

(a)

(b)

ψ/Te

no steric (ion)

n  /n2 0

n  /n1 0

n  /n1 0

n  /n2 0

FIG. 3: (Color online) 1D profiles of ions (left), φ(z) (middle),
and eψ(z)/T (right) for σ = 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom)
near a hydrophobic wall, where φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 1.4.
These states are stable on the curve in Fig.4(a). Broken lines
are obtained without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

=

without steric

 < -0.4-1.4 < --(a) (b) 

2 1

FIG. 4: (Color online) Potential drop Ψ vs surface
charge density σ (in units of T/e and e/a2, respectively)
from 1D solutions for φ∞ = 0.35, where (a) χ =
−0.4,−0.6,−0.8,−1,−1.2, and −1.4 and (b) χ = 1.4. From
Eq.(10), first order phase transition occurs between two layer
states at σ = σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions in yellow have
the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (◦) in (b) on the
curve represent two states at σ = −0.2 and 0.03 in Fig.3. Dot-
ted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect (v1 = v2 = 0).

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq.(8) we find λ = Ψ(σ1) =
Ψ(σ2) and ω(σ1)− λσ1 = ω(σ2)− λσ2. These yield

ω(σ2)− ω(σ1) =

! σ2

σ1

dσΨ(σ) = Ψ(σ1)(σ2 − σ1). (10)

which is a Maxwell rule [40]. In (b), we then find σ1 =
−0.19 and σ2 = −0.014 for χ = 1.4. See SI for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [33].
In Fig.5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several φ∞. For each φ∞, two lay-
ers coexist with σ = σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding

ϕþ ϕ0 þ v1n1 þ v2n2 ¼ 1; ð1Þ

which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [33]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no ¼ 0) as

vi
v0

¼ −
!∂ni
∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

ði ¼ 1; 2; j ≠ iÞ: ð2Þ

This ratio is also written as ð∂p=∂niÞ=ð∂p=∂nwÞ, where p
depends on the densities and T. We assume that Eq. (1) is a
good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2 in
our analysis) at fixed T and p [34]. See Supplemental
Material (SM) [35]. At present, we have no experimental
data of vi from Eq. (2), so we set v1=v0 ¼ 0.5 for small
cations [1,36,37] and v2=v0 ¼ 5 for large anions [18].
The bulk free energy density is given by [4–14]

f ¼ T
v0

ðϕ lnϕþ ϕ0 lnϕ0 þ χϕϕ0Þ þ 1

2
Cj∇ϕj2;

þ
X

i¼1;2

ni½T lnðniviÞ − T þ μisolðϕÞ& þ
εðϕÞ
2

jEj2; ð3Þ

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C ¼ T=a [38,39]. The μisol is the solvation chemical
potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference Δμisol between coexisting
two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ TÞ in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [36] but is of order T for water-alcohol in weak
segregation [37]. Here, we assume the linear form,

μisolðϕÞ ¼ −Tgiϕ; ð4Þ

with g1 ¼ −g2 ¼ 10. Then, Δμisol ∼'10T for strong seg-
regation [36]. The last term in f is the electrostatic part,
where ε is the dielectric constant and E ¼ −∇ψ is the
electric field. We assume the linear form εðϕÞ ¼ ε0 þ ε1ϕ
[40] with ε0 ¼ ε1 ¼ e2=12πaT. The Bjerrum length is then
3a=ð1þ ϕÞ. Most previous papers treated the simple case
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ v0 [3,27–29], but some attempts were also made
for the asymmetric case v1 ≠ v2 [31,32].
The surface free energy density at z ¼ 0 is of the simple

form fs ¼ h1ϕ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [41]. Minimizing the total
free energy F ¼

R
z>0 drf þ

R
z¼0 dxdyfs [41], we find the

boundary condition ∂ϕ=∂z ¼ h1=C at z ¼ 0. Supposing a
hydrophobic wall, we set h1 ¼ 0.2T=a2 to obtain ϕðzÞ ¼
ϕð0Þ þ 0.2z=aþ ( ( ( for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ ¼ eðn2 − n1Þ, where ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ≡ ψð0Þ is the potential drop across the layer, which is
independent of ðx; yÞ on a metal surface. In this Letter, we
control the surface charge Q ¼

R
dxdyσ, where σðx; yÞ is

the charge density related to ψ by

σ ¼ −ε∂ψ=∂z ðz ¼ 0Þ: ð5Þ

We calculated all the profiles assuming homogeneity of the
chemical potentials μϕ ¼ δF=δϕ and μi ¼ δF=δni together
with the Poisson equation for z > 0. Here, μϕ and μi are
determined by ϕ∞ and n0 (see their explicit expressions
in SM [35]).
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ ¼ 2 and

ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase appears
in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt [5,12–15].
We are also away from the solvent coexistence curve
limiting ourselves to the case χ ≤ 2, so we do not discuss
the wetting with ions [7,8,10]. In this situation, we first
seek one-dimensional (1D) profiles fixing σ, where all the
quantities depend only on z. For constant μϕ and μi, we
consider the grand potential density,

ω ¼
Z

∞

0
dz
#
f − μϕϕ −

X

i

μini þ p∞

$
þ h1ϕð0Þ; ð6Þ

where p∞ ¼ μϕϕ∞ þ
P

iμin0 − fð∞Þ. We then find

dω=dσ ¼ Ψ ð7Þ

at fixed n0 and ϕ∞ (see its derivation in SM [35]). ThusΨ is
the field variable conjugate to σ. We require dΨ=dσ > 0 for
the thermodynamic stability.
For σ ¼ 0, local charge separation occurs due to the

presence of an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic
wall. In Fig. 2, the anions accumulate for z < l1 ∼ 3a,
while the cations are richer in the next layer l1 < z < l2∼
7a. In (a), it is relatively mild with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4,

FIG. 1. Electric double layer containing small hydrophilic
cations (Naþ) and large hydrophobic anions (BPhþ4 ) in an
aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There can be two kinds of
ion distributions with a common potential drop Ψ, which coexist
in certain conditions (see Figs. 4–6). Gradation of solvent region
represents water concentration.
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surface charge densities given by σ1 = −0.19 and σ2 = −0.014 from Fig.4(b). In Fig.S2(a),

the grand potential density ω(σ) in Eq.(7) is plotted, where its tangential line at σ = σ1

and that at σ = σ2 coincide from Eq.(10) with a common slope equal to the potential drop

Ψ. Thus, the state (A) is stable where σ > σ2. However, the states (B)-(E) are metastable

or unstable because their σ values are between σ1 and σ2. In (b) and (c), we plot the excess

adsorbates Γw, Γ1, and Γ2 for water molecules, cations, and anions, respectively. In our

semi-infinite case they are defined by

Γw = v−1
0

! ∞

0

dz[φ(z)− φ∞], Γi =

! ∞

0

dz[ni(z)− n0] (i = 1, 2). (S.13)

With decreasing σ, Γw and Γ1 increase, while Γ2 decreases to zero, which confirms the strong

coupling between the composition and the ion densities.
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ϕþ ϕ0 þ v1n1 þ v2n2 ¼ 1; ð1Þ

which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [33]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no ¼ 0) as

vi
v0

¼ −
!∂ni
∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

ði ¼ 1; 2; j ≠ iÞ: ð2Þ

This ratio is also written as ð∂p=∂niÞ=ð∂p=∂nwÞ, where p
depends on the densities and T. We assume that Eq. (1) is a
good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2 in
our analysis) at fixed T and p [34]. See Supplemental
Material (SM) [35]. At present, we have no experimental
data of vi from Eq. (2), so we set v1=v0 ¼ 0.5 for small
cations [1,36,37] and v2=v0 ¼ 5 for large anions [18].
The bulk free energy density is given by [4–14]

f ¼ T
v0

ðϕ lnϕþ ϕ0 lnϕ0 þ χϕϕ0Þ þ 1

2
Cj∇ϕj2;

þ
X

i¼1;2

ni½T lnðniviÞ − T þ μisolðϕÞ& þ
εðϕÞ
2

jEj2; ð3Þ

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C ¼ T=a [38,39]. The μisol is the solvation chemical
potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference Δμisol between coexisting
two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ TÞ in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [36] but is of order T for water-alcohol in weak
segregation [37]. Here, we assume the linear form,

μisolðϕÞ ¼ −Tgiϕ; ð4Þ

with g1 ¼ −g2 ¼ 10. Then, Δμisol ∼'10T for strong seg-
regation [36]. The last term in f is the electrostatic part,
where ε is the dielectric constant and E ¼ −∇ψ is the
electric field. We assume the linear form εðϕÞ ¼ ε0 þ ε1ϕ
[40] with ε0 ¼ ε1 ¼ e2=12πaT. The Bjerrum length is then
3a=ð1þ ϕÞ. Most previous papers treated the simple case
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ v0 [3,27–29], but some attempts were also made
for the asymmetric case v1 ≠ v2 [31,32].
The surface free energy density at z ¼ 0 is of the simple

form fs ¼ h1ϕ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [41]. Minimizing the total
free energy F ¼

R
z>0 drf þ

R
z¼0 dxdyfs [41], we find the

boundary condition ∂ϕ=∂z ¼ h1=C at z ¼ 0. Supposing a
hydrophobic wall, we set h1 ¼ 0.2T=a2 to obtain ϕðzÞ ¼
ϕð0Þ þ 0.2z=aþ ( ( ( for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ ¼ eðn2 − n1Þ, where ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ≡ ψð0Þ is the potential drop across the layer, which is
independent of ðx; yÞ on a metal surface. In this Letter, we
control the surface charge Q ¼

R
dxdyσ, where σðx; yÞ is

the charge density related to ψ by

σ ¼ −ε∂ψ=∂z ðz ¼ 0Þ: ð5Þ

We calculated all the profiles assuming homogeneity of the
chemical potentials μϕ ¼ δF=δϕ and μi ¼ δF=δni together
with the Poisson equation for z > 0. Here, μϕ and μi are
determined by ϕ∞ and n0 (see their explicit expressions
in SM [35]).
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ ¼ 2 and

ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase appears
in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt [5,12–15].
We are also away from the solvent coexistence curve
limiting ourselves to the case χ ≤ 2, so we do not discuss
the wetting with ions [7,8,10]. In this situation, we first
seek one-dimensional (1D) profiles fixing σ, where all the
quantities depend only on z. For constant μϕ and μi, we
consider the grand potential density,

ω ¼
Z

∞

0
dz
#
f − μϕϕ −

X

i

μini þ p∞

$
þ h1ϕð0Þ; ð6Þ

where p∞ ¼ μϕϕ∞ þ
P

iμin0 − fð∞Þ. We then find

dω=dσ ¼ Ψ ð7Þ

at fixed n0 and ϕ∞ (see its derivation in SM [35]). ThusΨ is
the field variable conjugate to σ. We require dΨ=dσ > 0 for
the thermodynamic stability.
For σ ¼ 0, local charge separation occurs due to the

presence of an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic
wall. In Fig. 2, the anions accumulate for z < l1 ∼ 3a,
while the cations are richer in the next layer l1 < z < l2∼
7a. In (a), it is relatively mild with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4,

FIG. 1. Electric double layer containing small hydrophilic
cations (Naþ) and large hydrophobic anions (BPhþ4 ) in an
aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There can be two kinds of
ion distributions with a common potential drop Ψ, which coexist
in certain conditions (see Figs. 4–6). Gradation of solvent region
represents water concentration.
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Maxwell則
• 先ほどの一次元解に対し　　　　　　　が示せる。 

• ふたつの解が共存しているとして、それぞれ金属板
表面の面積S1、S２を占めているとする。 

• 表面電荷固定（　　　　　　　　）で以下を極小化 

ϕþ ϕ0 þ v1n1 þ v2n2 ¼ 1; ð1Þ

which holds for very small compressibility. For polymer
mixtures the space-filling condition in the same form has
been assumed [33]. In our case we take v0 as the inverse
density in a one-component liquid of the first species at
given T and p (for example, water at 300 K and 1 atm).
Around this reference liquid we may define vi in the dilute
limit of ions (n1 → 0 and n2 → 0 at no ¼ 0) as

vi
v0

¼ −
!∂ni
∂nw

"−1

Tpnj

ði ¼ 1; 2; j ≠ iÞ: ð2Þ

This ratio is also written as ð∂p=∂niÞ=ð∂p=∂nwÞ, where p
depends on the densities and T. We assume that Eq. (1) is a
good approximation even for not small vini (up to 0.2 in
our analysis) at fixed T and p [34]. See Supplemental
Material (SM) [35]. At present, we have no experimental
data of vi from Eq. (2), so we set v1=v0 ¼ 0.5 for small
cations [1,36,37] and v2=v0 ¼ 5 for large anions [18].
The bulk free energy density is given by [4–14]

f ¼ T
v0

ðϕ lnϕþ ϕ0 lnϕ0 þ χϕϕ0Þ þ 1

2
Cj∇ϕj2;

þ
X

i¼1;2

ni½T lnðniviÞ − T þ μisolðϕÞ& þ
εðϕÞ
2

jEj2; ð3Þ

where χ is the interaction parameter depending on T and
we set C ¼ T=a [38,39]. The μisol is the solvation chemical
potential, which is negative (positive) for hydrophilic
(hydrophobic) ions. Its difference Δμisol between coexisting
two phases is the Gibbs transfer free energy (per ion),
whose size is large (≫ TÞ in aqueous mixtures in strong
segregation [36] but is of order T for water-alcohol in weak
segregation [37]. Here, we assume the linear form,

μisolðϕÞ ¼ −Tgiϕ; ð4Þ

with g1 ¼ −g2 ¼ 10. Then, Δμisol ∼'10T for strong seg-
regation [36]. The last term in f is the electrostatic part,
where ε is the dielectric constant and E ¼ −∇ψ is the
electric field. We assume the linear form εðϕÞ ¼ ε0 þ ε1ϕ
[40] with ε0 ¼ ε1 ¼ e2=12πaT. The Bjerrum length is then
3a=ð1þ ϕÞ. Most previous papers treated the simple case
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ v0 [3,27–29], but some attempts were also made
for the asymmetric case v1 ≠ v2 [31,32].
The surface free energy density at z ¼ 0 is of the simple

form fs ¼ h1ϕ, where h1 is the surface field arising from
the solvent-wall interactions [41]. Minimizing the total
free energy F ¼

R
z>0 drf þ

R
z¼0 dxdyfs [41], we find the

boundary condition ∂ϕ=∂z ¼ h1=C at z ¼ 0. Supposing a
hydrophobic wall, we set h1 ¼ 0.2T=a2 to obtain ϕðzÞ ¼
ϕð0Þ þ 0.2z=aþ ( ( ( for small z.
The electric potential ψ obeys the Poisson equation

∇ · ε∇ψ ¼ eðn2 − n1Þ, where ψ → 0 as z → ∞. Then,
Ψ≡ ψð0Þ is the potential drop across the layer, which is
independent of ðx; yÞ on a metal surface. In this Letter, we
control the surface charge Q ¼

R
dxdyσ, where σðx; yÞ is

the charge density related to ψ by

σ ¼ −ε∂ψ=∂z ðz ¼ 0Þ: ð5Þ

We calculated all the profiles assuming homogeneity of the
chemical potentials μϕ ¼ δF=δϕ and μi ¼ δF=δni together
with the Poisson equation for z > 0. Here, μϕ and μi are
determined by ϕ∞ and n0 (see their explicit expressions
in SM [35]).
We are not very close to the solvent criticality (χ ¼ 2 and

ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5) in the bulk. In its vicinity, a mesophase appears
in the bulk with addition of an antagonistic salt [5,12–15].
We are also away from the solvent coexistence curve
limiting ourselves to the case χ ≤ 2, so we do not discuss
the wetting with ions [7,8,10]. In this situation, we first
seek one-dimensional (1D) profiles fixing σ, where all the
quantities depend only on z. For constant μϕ and μi, we
consider the grand potential density,

ω ¼
Z

∞

0
dz
#
f − μϕϕ −

X

i

μini þ p∞

$
þ h1ϕð0Þ; ð6Þ

where p∞ ¼ μϕϕ∞ þ
P

iμin0 − fð∞Þ. We then find

dω=dσ ¼ Ψ ð7Þ

at fixed n0 and ϕ∞ (see its derivation in SM [35]). ThusΨ is
the field variable conjugate to σ. We require dΨ=dσ > 0 for
the thermodynamic stability.
For σ ¼ 0, local charge separation occurs due to the

presence of an oil-rich adsorption layer on a hydrophobic
wall. In Fig. 2, the anions accumulate for z < l1 ∼ 3a,
while the cations are richer in the next layer l1 < z < l2∼
7a. In (a), it is relatively mild with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4,

FIG. 1. Electric double layer containing small hydrophilic
cations (Naþ) and large hydrophobic anions (BPhþ4 ) in an
aqueous mixture on a metal wall. There can be two kinds of
ion distributions with a common potential drop Ψ, which coexist
in certain conditions (see Figs. 4–6). Gradation of solvent region
represents water concentration.
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where the solvent is oil rich at any z. However, it is more
amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation ϕ∞ − ϕðzÞ
is enlarged with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.65 and χ ¼ 2 in (b), while the
criticality is closer with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5 and χ ¼ 1.9 in (c). The
normalized potential drop eΨ=T is (a) −0.40, (b) −2.31,
and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c), the deviations of
ϕ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even in the bulk, leading
to oscillatory decays (as a precursor of the mesophase)
[7,14]. In addition, v2n2ð0Þ ∼ 0.1 in (b). Thus, to check
relevance of the steric effect, we also calculated n2ðzÞ for
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 [12]. The resultant n2ð0Þ at z ¼ 0 is twice
larger than that with the steric effect in (b) and (c), but is
larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that neutral hydrophobic
colloidal particles in the same situation behave as neg-
atively charged particles [25].
In Fig. 3, we give profiles of ni, ϕ, and ψ for (a) σ ¼ 0.03

and (b) σ ¼ −0.2, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4 [see
Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding states]. In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig. 2(a) [where n2ð0Þ is 3
times larger] and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1ð0Þ ∼ 0.15,
where ϕðzÞ exceeds ϕ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ=T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig. 4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function of
σ for χ > χc ¼ −1.243. Generally, χc depends on ϕ∞ and
n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface layers at σ ¼
σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψðσ1Þ ¼ Ψðσ2Þ for χ > χc. Let
the areas of these layers be S1 and S2, where S ¼ S1 þ S2 is
the total wall area. At fixed charge Q ¼ S1σ1 þ S2σ2, we
minimize the total grand potential,

Ω ¼ S1ωðσ1Þ þ S2ωðσ2Þ − λðS1σ1 þ S2σ2 −QÞ; ð8Þ

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq. (7) we find λ ¼ Ψðσ1Þ ¼
Ψðσ2Þ and ωðσ1Þ − λσ1 ¼ ωðσ2Þ − λσ2. These yield

ωðσ2Þ − ωðσ1Þ ¼
Z

σ2

σ1

dσΨðσÞ ¼ Ψðσ1Þðσ2 − σ1Þ; ð9Þ

which is a Maxwell rule [42]. In (b), we then find σ1 ¼
−0.19 and σ2 ¼ −0.014 for χ ¼ 1.4. See SM for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [35].
In Fig. 5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several ϕ∞. For each ϕ∞, two layers
coexist with σ ¼ σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding curve

(a)
(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic cations n1ðzÞ and hydrophobic anions
n2ðzÞ next to hydrophobic wall for σ ¼ 0 with n0 ¼
4 × 10−3v−10 . Bulk water composition ϕ∞ and interaction param-
eter χ are (a) 0.35 and 1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9.
Water profile ϕðzÞ is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the
oil-rich adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions
are accounted for (bold lines). Broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

FIG. 3. 1D profiles of ions (left), ϕðzÞ (middle), and eψðzÞ=T
(right) for σ ¼ 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom) near a hydrophobic
wall, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4. These states are stable on
the curve in Fig. 4(b). Broken lines are obtained without steric
effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Potential drop Ψ vs surface charge density σ (in units of
T=e and e=a2, respectively) from 1D solutions for ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35,
where (a) χ ¼ −0.4;−0.6;−0.8;−1;−1.2, and −1.4 and
(b) χ ¼ 1.4. From Eq. (9), first-order phase transition occurs
between two-layer states at σ ¼ σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions
in yellow have the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (∘) in
(b) on the curve represent two states at σ ¼ −0.2 and 0.03 in
Fig. 3. Dotted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect
(v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).
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where the solvent is oil rich at any z. However, it is more
amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation ϕ∞ − ϕðzÞ
is enlarged with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.65 and χ ¼ 2 in (b), while the
criticality is closer with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5 and χ ¼ 1.9 in (c). The
normalized potential drop eΨ=T is (a) −0.40, (b) −2.31,
and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c), the deviations of
ϕ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even in the bulk, leading
to oscillatory decays (as a precursor of the mesophase)
[7,14]. In addition, v2n2ð0Þ ∼ 0.1 in (b). Thus, to check
relevance of the steric effect, we also calculated n2ðzÞ for
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 [12]. The resultant n2ð0Þ at z ¼ 0 is twice
larger than that with the steric effect in (b) and (c), but is
larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that neutral hydrophobic
colloidal particles in the same situation behave as neg-
atively charged particles [25].
In Fig. 3, we give profiles of ni, ϕ, and ψ for (a) σ ¼ 0.03

and (b) σ ¼ −0.2, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4 [see
Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding states]. In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig. 2(a) [where n2ð0Þ is 3
times larger] and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1ð0Þ ∼ 0.15,
where ϕðzÞ exceeds ϕ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ=T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig. 4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function of
σ for χ > χc ¼ −1.243. Generally, χc depends on ϕ∞ and
n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface layers at σ ¼
σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψðσ1Þ ¼ Ψðσ2Þ for χ > χc. Let
the areas of these layers be S1 and S2, where S ¼ S1 þ S2 is
the total wall area. At fixed charge Q ¼ S1σ1 þ S2σ2, we
minimize the total grand potential,

Ω ¼ S1ωðσ1Þ þ S2ωðσ2Þ − λðS1σ1 þ S2σ2 −QÞ; ð8Þ

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq. (7) we find λ ¼ Ψðσ1Þ ¼
Ψðσ2Þ and ωðσ1Þ − λσ1 ¼ ωðσ2Þ − λσ2. These yield

ωðσ2Þ − ωðσ1Þ ¼
Z

σ2

σ1

dσΨðσÞ ¼ Ψðσ1Þðσ2 − σ1Þ; ð9Þ

which is a Maxwell rule [42]. In (b), we then find σ1 ¼
−0.19 and σ2 ¼ −0.014 for χ ¼ 1.4. See SM for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [35].
In Fig. 5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several ϕ∞. For each ϕ∞, two layers
coexist with σ ¼ σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding curve

(a)
(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic cations n1ðzÞ and hydrophobic anions
n2ðzÞ next to hydrophobic wall for σ ¼ 0 with n0 ¼
4 × 10−3v−10 . Bulk water composition ϕ∞ and interaction param-
eter χ are (a) 0.35 and 1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9.
Water profile ϕðzÞ is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the
oil-rich adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions
are accounted for (bold lines). Broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

FIG. 3. 1D profiles of ions (left), ϕðzÞ (middle), and eψðzÞ=T
(right) for σ ¼ 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom) near a hydrophobic
wall, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4. These states are stable on
the curve in Fig. 4(b). Broken lines are obtained without steric
effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Potential drop Ψ vs surface charge density σ (in units of
T=e and e=a2, respectively) from 1D solutions for ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35,
where (a) χ ¼ −0.4;−0.6;−0.8;−1;−1.2, and −1.4 and
(b) χ ¼ 1.4. From Eq. (9), first-order phase transition occurs
between two-layer states at σ ¼ σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions
in yellow have the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (∘) in
(b) on the curve represent two states at σ ¼ −0.2 and 0.03 in
Fig. 3. Dotted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect
(v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).
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where the solvent is oil rich at any z. However, it is more
amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation ϕ∞ − ϕðzÞ
is enlarged with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.65 and χ ¼ 2 in (b), while the
criticality is closer with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5 and χ ¼ 1.9 in (c). The
normalized potential drop eΨ=T is (a) −0.40, (b) −2.31,
and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c), the deviations of
ϕ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even in the bulk, leading
to oscillatory decays (as a precursor of the mesophase)
[7,14]. In addition, v2n2ð0Þ ∼ 0.1 in (b). Thus, to check
relevance of the steric effect, we also calculated n2ðzÞ for
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 [12]. The resultant n2ð0Þ at z ¼ 0 is twice
larger than that with the steric effect in (b) and (c), but is
larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that neutral hydrophobic
colloidal particles in the same situation behave as neg-
atively charged particles [25].
In Fig. 3, we give profiles of ni, ϕ, and ψ for (a) σ ¼ 0.03

and (b) σ ¼ −0.2, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4 [see
Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding states]. In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig. 2(a) [where n2ð0Þ is 3
times larger] and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1ð0Þ ∼ 0.15,
where ϕðzÞ exceeds ϕ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ=T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig. 4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function of
σ for χ > χc ¼ −1.243. Generally, χc depends on ϕ∞ and
n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface layers at σ ¼
σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψðσ1Þ ¼ Ψðσ2Þ for χ > χc. Let
the areas of these layers be S1 and S2, where S ¼ S1 þ S2 is
the total wall area. At fixed charge Q ¼ S1σ1 þ S2σ2, we
minimize the total grand potential,

Ω ¼ S1ωðσ1Þ þ S2ωðσ2Þ − λðS1σ1 þ S2σ2 −QÞ; ð8Þ

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq. (7) we find λ ¼ Ψðσ1Þ ¼
Ψðσ2Þ and ωðσ1Þ − λσ1 ¼ ωðσ2Þ − λσ2. These yield

ωðσ2Þ − ωðσ1Þ ¼
Z

σ2

σ1

dσΨðσÞ ¼ Ψðσ1Þðσ2 − σ1Þ; ð9Þ

which is a Maxwell rule [42]. In (b), we then find σ1 ¼
−0.19 and σ2 ¼ −0.014 for χ ¼ 1.4. See SM for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [35].
In Fig. 5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several ϕ∞. For each ϕ∞, two layers
coexist with σ ¼ σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding curve

(a)
(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic cations n1ðzÞ and hydrophobic anions
n2ðzÞ next to hydrophobic wall for σ ¼ 0 with n0 ¼
4 × 10−3v−10 . Bulk water composition ϕ∞ and interaction param-
eter χ are (a) 0.35 and 1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9.
Water profile ϕðzÞ is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the
oil-rich adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions
are accounted for (bold lines). Broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

FIG. 3. 1D profiles of ions (left), ϕðzÞ (middle), and eψðzÞ=T
(right) for σ ¼ 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom) near a hydrophobic
wall, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4. These states are stable on
the curve in Fig. 4(b). Broken lines are obtained without steric
effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Potential drop Ψ vs surface charge density σ (in units of
T=e and e=a2, respectively) from 1D solutions for ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35,
where (a) χ ¼ −0.4;−0.6;−0.8;−1;−1.2, and −1.4 and
(b) χ ¼ 1.4. From Eq. (9), first-order phase transition occurs
between two-layer states at σ ¼ σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions
in yellow have the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (∘) in
(b) on the curve represent two states at σ ¼ −0.2 and 0.03 in
Fig. 3. Dotted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect
(v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).
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where the solvent is oil rich at any z. However, it is more
amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation ϕ∞ − ϕðzÞ
is enlarged with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.65 and χ ¼ 2 in (b), while the
criticality is closer with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5 and χ ¼ 1.9 in (c). The
normalized potential drop eΨ=T is (a) −0.40, (b) −2.31,
and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c), the deviations of
ϕ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even in the bulk, leading
to oscillatory decays (as a precursor of the mesophase)
[7,14]. In addition, v2n2ð0Þ ∼ 0.1 in (b). Thus, to check
relevance of the steric effect, we also calculated n2ðzÞ for
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 [12]. The resultant n2ð0Þ at z ¼ 0 is twice
larger than that with the steric effect in (b) and (c), but is
larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that neutral hydrophobic
colloidal particles in the same situation behave as neg-
atively charged particles [25].
In Fig. 3, we give profiles of ni, ϕ, and ψ for (a) σ ¼ 0.03

and (b) σ ¼ −0.2, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4 [see
Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding states]. In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig. 2(a) [where n2ð0Þ is 3
times larger] and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1ð0Þ ∼ 0.15,
where ϕðzÞ exceeds ϕ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ=T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig. 4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function of
σ for χ > χc ¼ −1.243. Generally, χc depends on ϕ∞ and
n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface layers at σ ¼
σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψðσ1Þ ¼ Ψðσ2Þ for χ > χc. Let
the areas of these layers be S1 and S2, where S ¼ S1 þ S2 is
the total wall area. At fixed charge Q ¼ S1σ1 þ S2σ2, we
minimize the total grand potential,

Ω ¼ S1ωðσ1Þ þ S2ωðσ2Þ − λðS1σ1 þ S2σ2 −QÞ; ð8Þ

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq. (7) we find λ ¼ Ψðσ1Þ ¼
Ψðσ2Þ and ωðσ1Þ − λσ1 ¼ ωðσ2Þ − λσ2. These yield

ωðσ2Þ − ωðσ1Þ ¼
Z

σ2

σ1

dσΨðσÞ ¼ Ψðσ1Þðσ2 − σ1Þ; ð9Þ

which is a Maxwell rule [42]. In (b), we then find σ1 ¼
−0.19 and σ2 ¼ −0.014 for χ ¼ 1.4. See SM for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [35].
In Fig. 5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several ϕ∞. For each ϕ∞, two layers
coexist with σ ¼ σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding curve

(a)
(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic cations n1ðzÞ and hydrophobic anions
n2ðzÞ next to hydrophobic wall for σ ¼ 0 with n0 ¼
4 × 10−3v−10 . Bulk water composition ϕ∞ and interaction param-
eter χ are (a) 0.35 and 1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9.
Water profile ϕðzÞ is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the
oil-rich adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions
are accounted for (bold lines). Broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

FIG. 3. 1D profiles of ions (left), ϕðzÞ (middle), and eψðzÞ=T
(right) for σ ¼ 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom) near a hydrophobic
wall, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4. These states are stable on
the curve in Fig. 4(b). Broken lines are obtained without steric
effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Potential drop Ψ vs surface charge density σ (in units of
T=e and e=a2, respectively) from 1D solutions for ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35,
where (a) χ ¼ −0.4;−0.6;−0.8;−1;−1.2, and −1.4 and
(b) χ ¼ 1.4. From Eq. (9), first-order phase transition occurs
between two-layer states at σ ¼ σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions
in yellow have the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (∘) in
(b) on the curve represent two states at σ ¼ −0.2 and 0.03 in
Fig. 3. Dotted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect
(v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).
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where the solvent is oil rich at any z. However, it is more
amplified in (b) and (c). Indeed, the deviation ϕ∞ − ϕðzÞ
is enlarged with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.65 and χ ¼ 2 in (b), while the
criticality is closer with ϕ∞ ¼ 0.5 and χ ¼ 1.9 in (c). The
normalized potential drop eΨ=T is (a) −0.40, (b) −2.31,
and (c) −1.16. Furthermore, in (b) and (c), the deviations of
ϕ, ni, and ψ are strongly coupled even in the bulk, leading
to oscillatory decays (as a precursor of the mesophase)
[7,14]. In addition, v2n2ð0Þ ∼ 0.1 in (b). Thus, to check
relevance of the steric effect, we also calculated n2ðzÞ for
v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 [12]. The resultant n2ð0Þ at z ¼ 0 is twice
larger than that with the steric effect in (b) and (c), but is
larger only by 20% in (a). Notice that neutral hydrophobic
colloidal particles in the same situation behave as neg-
atively charged particles [25].
In Fig. 3, we give profiles of ni, ϕ, and ψ for (a) σ ¼ 0.03

and (b) σ ¼ −0.2, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4 [see
Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding states]. In (a), the anion
accumulation is stronger than in Fig. 2(a) [where n2ð0Þ is 3
times larger] and the cations are expelled from the wall.
In (b), the surface charge density −0.2 is largely negative,
which is needed to induce cation accumulation at the
hydrophobic wall. In (b), we then find v1n1ð0Þ ∼ 0.15,
where ϕðzÞ exceeds ϕ∞ at any z. Here, eΨ=T is equal to
(a) 1.0 and (b) −1.0.
In Fig. 4(a), we show Ψ vs σ for several χ at ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35.

Here, Ψ has local maximum and minimum as a function of
σ for χ > χc ¼ −1.243. Generally, χc depends on ϕ∞ and
n0. This indicates coexistence of two surface layers at σ ¼
σ1 and σ2 with a common Ψðσ1Þ ¼ Ψðσ2Þ for χ > χc. Let
the areas of these layers be S1 and S2, where S ¼ S1 þ S2 is
the total wall area. At fixed charge Q ¼ S1σ1 þ S2σ2, we
minimize the total grand potential,

Ω ¼ S1ωðσ1Þ þ S2ωðσ2Þ − λðS1σ1 þ S2σ2 −QÞ; ð8Þ

with respect to σ1, σ2, and S1. The λ is the Lagrange
multiplier. With the aid of Eq. (7) we find λ ¼ Ψðσ1Þ ¼
Ψðσ2Þ and ωðσ1Þ − λσ1 ¼ ωðσ2Þ − λσ2. These yield

ωðσ2Þ − ωðσ1Þ ¼
Z

σ2

σ1

dσΨðσÞ ¼ Ψðσ1Þðσ2 − σ1Þ; ð9Þ

which is a Maxwell rule [42]. In (b), we then find σ1 ¼
−0.19 and σ2 ¼ −0.014 for χ ¼ 1.4. See SM for results in
the range σ1 < σ < σ2 [35].
In Fig. 5, we display the coexistence curves in the χ-σ

and χ-Ψ planes for several ϕ∞. For each ϕ∞, two layers
coexist with σ ¼ σ1 and σ2 inside the corresponding curve

(a)
(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic cations n1ðzÞ and hydrophobic anions
n2ðzÞ next to hydrophobic wall for σ ¼ 0 with n0 ¼
4 × 10−3v−10 . Bulk water composition ϕ∞ and interaction param-
eter χ are (a) 0.35 and 1.4, (b) 0.65 and 2.0, and (c) 0.5 and 1.9.
Water profile ϕðzÞ is also shown (insets). Anions are richer in the
oil-rich adsorption layer. Steric effect due to finite sizes of ions
are accounted for (bold lines). Broken lines represent anion
profiles without steric effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

FIG. 3. 1D profiles of ions (left), ϕðzÞ (middle), and eψðzÞ=T
(right) for σ ¼ 0.03 (top) and −0.2 (bottom) near a hydrophobic
wall, where ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35 and χ ¼ 1.4. These states are stable on
the curve in Fig. 4(b). Broken lines are obtained without steric
effect (v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Potential drop Ψ vs surface charge density σ (in units of
T=e and e=a2, respectively) from 1D solutions for ϕ∞ ¼ 0.35,
where (a) χ ¼ −0.4;−0.6;−0.8;−1;−1.2, and −1.4 and
(b) χ ¼ 1.4. From Eq. (9), first-order phase transition occurs
between two-layer states at σ ¼ σ1 and σ2. Two colored regions
in yellow have the same area in (a) and (b). Two points (∘) in
(b) on the curve represent two states at σ ¼ −0.2 and 0.03 in
Fig. 3. Dotted line in (b) represents Ψ without steric effect
(v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0).
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• 共通の　で表面電荷            を持つ領域が共存
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Coexistence curves in (a) σ-χ plane
and (b) Ψ-χ plane. for φ∞ = 0.35, 0.4, 0.5, 0.55, and 0.65 at
n0 = 4× 10−3v−1

0 . For each φ∞, two layers coexist inside the
corresponding curve in (a), while Ψ is a field variable common
in coexisting two layers. Critical points are marked (×).

curve in (a), while Ψ is common in these layers in (b).
Critical points are reached as σ2 − σ1 → 0, which form a
critical line on the coexistence surface in the χ-σ-φ∞ (or
χ-Ψ-φ∞) space (at fixed n0). These phase behaviors are
sensitive to v1, v2, and h1, though the transition itself
exists even for v1 = v2 = 0.

We calculated 2D profiles from constant µφ and µi in
the zx plane with φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2. For φ∞ = 0.35,
the phase transition behavior is not much changed in
the range 1.4 ≤ χ ≤ 2 in Fig.5(a). In Fig.6, we show
(a) φ and (b) v0(n1 − n2), where a stripe region with
σ = σ1 = −0.14 is embedded between regions with
σ = σ2 = 0.01 at Ψ = 0.32. Here, the mean surface
charge density σ̄ = Q/S is between σ1 and σ2. In (c),
σ(x) from Eq.(5) is roughly equal to σ1 or σ2 except for
the boundary regions. The fraction of the region with
σ = σ1 is nicely given by (σ2 − σ̄)/(σ2 − σ1) at fixed σ̄.
In (d), we plot ω̂(x) ≡ ω(x)−Ψσ(x), where ω is defined
in Eq.(7). From Eq.(10) it assumes a nearly common
value ω̂1 in the two regions, though a small difference of
order 0.01 remains. The integral of ω̂(x)− ω̂1 across one
of the boundary regions is the line tension τ [41], which
is of order 0.1T/a here. In (e) and (f), cross-sectional
profiles of n1 and n2 at constant z are given, which ex-
hibit small peaks at the boundaries slightly away from
the wall. This is because of the Coulomb attraction be-
tween the cations and the anions which are locally sepa-
rated across the boundaries. For the same reason, more
marked peaks appear in the densities of antagonistic ion
pairs near water-oil interfaces [4, 11, 20].
We consider experiments in the situation of Fig.6. Let

σ̄ be decreased slightly below σ2 on a hydrophobic metal
wall. Then, the oil-rich layer with hydrophobic anions
becomes metastable against formation of small water-rich
regions with hydrophilic cations. For a finite line tension
τ , their shapes are circular with the critical radius [36]

rc = τ/[(dΨ/dσ)(σ2 − σ1)(σ2 − σ̄)], (11)
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Coexistence of two layers with σ = 0.02
and −0.14 for φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2 (see Fig.5). (a) φ(x, z)
and (b) v0(n1(x, z)− n2(x, z)) on the zx plane. (c) σ(x)a2/e
with σ̄ = Q/S being (A) −0.04 and (B) −0.07 in units of
e/a2. (d) [ω(x)−Ψσ(x)]a2/T for (A) and (B). Cross-sectional
profiles of (e) v0n1(x, a) and (f) v0n2(x, a) at z/a = 0, 1, 2,
and 3, exhibiting small peaks at boundaries for z ≥ a.

where the derivative dΨ/dσ is taken at σ = σ2. On
the other hand, on a hydrophilic metal wall, a water-rich
layer appears for σ ∼= 0, but small oil-rich regions will be
nucleated with increasing σ > 0. The latter process is
analogous to the formation of onions composed of water-
poor layers with a thickness about 1 nm [11, 15], where
these layers are charged with excess BPh−4 .

In summary, we have found a first-order surface transi-
tion with antagonistic ion pairs having different sizes. In
future, we should examine wetting near the solvent co-
existence curve with an antagonistic salt. We will study
behavior of colloidal particles (including Janus ones) in a
mixture solvent with an antagonistic salt, where the ion
distributions around them can be very complex.
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n0 = 4× 10−3v−1

0 . For each φ∞, two layers coexist inside the
corresponding curve in (a), while Ψ is a field variable common
in coexisting two layers. Critical points are marked (×).

curve in (a), while Ψ is common in these layers in (b).
Critical points are reached as σ2 − σ1 → 0, which form a
critical line on the coexistence surface in the χ-σ-φ∞ (or
χ-Ψ-φ∞) space (at fixed n0). These phase behaviors are
sensitive to v1, v2, and h1, though the transition itself
exists even for v1 = v2 = 0.

We calculated 2D profiles from constant µφ and µi in
the zx plane with φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2. For φ∞ = 0.35,
the phase transition behavior is not much changed in
the range 1.4 ≤ χ ≤ 2 in Fig.5(a). In Fig.6, we show
(a) φ and (b) v0(n1 − n2), where a stripe region with
σ = σ1 = −0.14 is embedded between regions with
σ = σ2 = 0.01 at Ψ = 0.32. Here, the mean surface
charge density σ̄ = Q/S is between σ1 and σ2. In (c),
σ(x) from Eq.(5) is roughly equal to σ1 or σ2 except for
the boundary regions. The fraction of the region with
σ = σ1 is nicely given by (σ2 − σ̄)/(σ2 − σ1) at fixed σ̄.
In (d), we plot ω̂(x) ≡ ω(x)−Ψσ(x), where ω is defined
in Eq.(7). From Eq.(10) it assumes a nearly common
value ω̂1 in the two regions, though a small difference of
order 0.01 remains. The integral of ω̂(x)− ω̂1 across one
of the boundary regions is the line tension τ [41], which
is of order 0.1T/a here. In (e) and (f), cross-sectional
profiles of n1 and n2 at constant z are given, which ex-
hibit small peaks at the boundaries slightly away from
the wall. This is because of the Coulomb attraction be-
tween the cations and the anions which are locally sepa-
rated across the boundaries. For the same reason, more
marked peaks appear in the densities of antagonistic ion
pairs near water-oil interfaces [4, 11, 20].
We consider experiments in the situation of Fig.6. Let

σ̄ be decreased slightly below σ2 on a hydrophobic metal
wall. Then, the oil-rich layer with hydrophobic anions
becomes metastable against formation of small water-rich
regions with hydrophilic cations. For a finite line tension
τ , their shapes are circular with the critical radius [36]

rc = τ/[(dΨ/dσ)(σ2 − σ1)(σ2 − σ̄)], (11)
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Coexistence of two layers with σ = 0.02
and −0.14 for φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2 (see Fig.5). (a) φ(x, z)
and (b) v0(n1(x, z)− n2(x, z)) on the zx plane. (c) σ(x)a2/e
with σ̄ = Q/S being (A) −0.04 and (B) −0.07 in units of
e/a2. (d) [ω(x)−Ψσ(x)]a2/T for (A) and (B). Cross-sectional
profiles of (e) v0n1(x, a) and (f) v0n2(x, a) at z/a = 0, 1, 2,
and 3, exhibiting small peaks at boundaries for z ≥ a.

where the derivative dΨ/dσ is taken at σ = σ2. On
the other hand, on a hydrophilic metal wall, a water-rich
layer appears for σ ∼= 0, but small oil-rich regions will be
nucleated with increasing σ > 0. The latter process is
analogous to the formation of onions composed of water-
poor layers with a thickness about 1 nm [11, 15], where
these layers are charged with excess BPh−4 .

In summary, we have found a first-order surface transi-
tion with antagonistic ion pairs having different sizes. In
future, we should examine wetting near the solvent co-
existence curve with an antagonistic salt. We will study
behavior of colloidal particles (including Janus ones) in a
mixture solvent with an antagonistic salt, where the ion
distributions around them can be very complex.
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and (b) Ψ-χ plane. for φ∞ = 0.35, 0.4, 0.5, 0.55, and 0.65 at
n0 = 4× 10−3v−1

0 . For each φ∞, two layers coexist inside the
corresponding curve in (a), while Ψ is a field variable common
in coexisting two layers. Critical points are marked (×).

curve in (a), while Ψ is common in these layers in (b).
Critical points are reached as σ2 − σ1 → 0, which form a
critical line on the coexistence surface in the χ-σ-φ∞ (or
χ-Ψ-φ∞) space (at fixed n0). These phase behaviors are
sensitive to v1, v2, and h1, though the transition itself
exists even for v1 = v2 = 0.

We calculated 2D profiles from constant µφ and µi in
the zx plane with φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2. For φ∞ = 0.35,
the phase transition behavior is not much changed in
the range 1.4 ≤ χ ≤ 2 in Fig.5(a). In Fig.6, we show
(a) φ and (b) v0(n1 − n2), where a stripe region with
σ = σ1 = −0.14 is embedded between regions with
σ = σ2 = 0.01 at Ψ = 0.32. Here, the mean surface
charge density σ̄ = Q/S is between σ1 and σ2. In (c),
σ(x) from Eq.(5) is roughly equal to σ1 or σ2 except for
the boundary regions. The fraction of the region with
σ = σ1 is nicely given by (σ2 − σ̄)/(σ2 − σ1) at fixed σ̄.
In (d), we plot ω̂(x) ≡ ω(x)−Ψσ(x), where ω is defined
in Eq.(7). From Eq.(10) it assumes a nearly common
value ω̂1 in the two regions, though a small difference of
order 0.01 remains. The integral of ω̂(x)− ω̂1 across one
of the boundary regions is the line tension τ [41], which
is of order 0.1T/a here. In (e) and (f), cross-sectional
profiles of n1 and n2 at constant z are given, which ex-
hibit small peaks at the boundaries slightly away from
the wall. This is because of the Coulomb attraction be-
tween the cations and the anions which are locally sepa-
rated across the boundaries. For the same reason, more
marked peaks appear in the densities of antagonistic ion
pairs near water-oil interfaces [4, 11, 20].
We consider experiments in the situation of Fig.6. Let

σ̄ be decreased slightly below σ2 on a hydrophobic metal
wall. Then, the oil-rich layer with hydrophobic anions
becomes metastable against formation of small water-rich
regions with hydrophilic cations. For a finite line tension
τ , their shapes are circular with the critical radius [36]

rc = τ/[(dΨ/dσ)(σ2 − σ1)(σ2 − σ̄)], (11)
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and −0.14 for φ∞ = 0.35 and χ = 2 (see Fig.5). (a) φ(x, z)
and (b) v0(n1(x, z)− n2(x, z)) on the zx plane. (c) σ(x)a2/e
with σ̄ = Q/S being (A) −0.04 and (B) −0.07 in units of
e/a2. (d) [ω(x)−Ψσ(x)]a2/T for (A) and (B). Cross-sectional
profiles of (e) v0n1(x, a) and (f) v0n2(x, a) at z/a = 0, 1, 2,
and 3, exhibiting small peaks at boundaries for z ≥ a.

where the derivative dΨ/dσ is taken at σ = σ2. On
the other hand, on a hydrophilic metal wall, a water-rich
layer appears for σ ∼= 0, but small oil-rich regions will be
nucleated with increasing σ > 0. The latter process is
analogous to the formation of onions composed of water-
poor layers with a thickness about 1 nm [11, 15], where
these layers are charged with excess BPh−4 .

In summary, we have found a first-order surface transi-
tion with antagonistic ion pairs having different sizes. In
future, we should examine wetting near the solvent co-
existence curve with an antagonistic salt. We will study
behavior of colloidal particles (including Janus ones) in a
mixture solvent with an antagonistic salt, where the ion
distributions around them can be very complex.

• 共存線上の１次元解が金属板に平行な方向に共存 
• 各解が占める領域の割合は、平均表面電荷の値で決まる。



まとめ
• 選択的溶媒和効果の下での電気二重層の構造を考察
した。 

• 金属板上横方向での不均一構造が、表面相転移に伴っ
て現れる。 

• 定量的には、Steric効果が効いてくる。 
ただし転移の有無には影響を与えない。


